
Mike Berry started his career as an electrician working for Alcon Electric.  

He worked his way up to journeyman electrician in 1983 and came to 

work for  Temperature Technology, Inc. in 1986.  Initially, Mike ran     

conduit for Tem Tech but soon picked up on the pneumatic controls for 

which he was running conduit.  With his electrical knowledge and added 

temperature control knowledge, he quickly moved up to running projects 

for Tem Tech.  Mike continued to grow with the advancements in       

temperature controls and is now proficient in pneumatic, pneumatic/

electric, electric, and electronic DDC temperature  controls.  Whether it is 

installing or programming the temperature controls, Mike has done it all 

and done it well!  During Mike’s thirty years with Tem Tech, he has been 

involved with countless projects in Western South Dakota, Eastern      

Wyoming, and Northwest Nebraska.  Some of the more recent projects 

have included Rapid Chevrolet, the VA in Hot Springs and the SD Army National Guard.  There are very few 

projects that Tem Tech has completed that do not contain Mike’s fingerprints.  All contractors know that 

their project is in capable hands when he is on the job site, and that any issues will be resolved.   

 It was only natural for Mike to become the head of maintenance at Tem Tech because of his vast 

knowledge of all types of temperature controls.  Mike is well capable of taking care of any customer’s needs 

whether he has to pull out his pneumatic gauges or his computer.  He is 

currently responsible for our temperature control maintenance contracts 

and service when needed. 

 Temperature Technology, Inc. has been blessed to have an          

exemplary employee like Mike for the last thirty years.  The fact that we 

had to change our  policy book to accommodate his years of service is a          

testament to his loyalty, work ethic, and abilities.  We don’t know if he has 

another thirty years left in him, but if he does, it will be Tem Tech’s        

privilege to have him as part of our team. 

Please Join Us in Congratulating  Mike Berry  
30 Years of  Excellence in Service 


